
CS1340: END SEMESTER EXAM.

ROLL NO.

1 Only Blanks

Note: Fill the blanks with either a natural number or \IS" or \IS NOT", as appropriate, unless
speci�ed otherwise in the corresponding footnote. Trivial (perhaps correct) answers, (correct) answers
in wrong format, illegible writings, and those outside the blanks, will be ignored by the evaluator.

1. The graph isomorphic to the graph .

2. The graph with adjacency matrix

2
6664

0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0

3
7775 isomorphic to the graph with

adjacency matrix

2
6664

0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0

3
7775.

3. A simple graph is called self-complementary i� the graph and it's complement are isomorphic.

The graph self-complementary.

4. The number of strongly connected components in the graph is .

5. The number of paths of length four between nodes a and d in the graph is .

6. The statement \The graph has an Euler cirucit" true.
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7. The numbers of ways to arrange the letters a, b, c, and d such that a is not followed immediately
by b is .

8. The number of naturals strictly less than 1000 that are not divisible by either 4 or by 6 is
.

9. The number of elements that must be selected from the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g to guarantee that at
least one pair of these selected elements add up to 7 is .

10. The number of ways to arrange 4 men, 4 women, in a row such that the men and women
alternate is .

11. The number of ways to select �ve bills from a cash box containing |1 bills, |2 bills, |5 bills,
|10 bills, |20 bills, |50 bills, and |100 bills is . Assume that the order in which the bills
are chosen does not matter, that the bills of each denomination are indistinguishable, and that
there are at least �ve bills of each type.

12. The coe�cient of x3y2z5 in (x+ y + z)10 is .

13. The number of triplets (x1; x2; x3) that satisfy inequalities x1+x2+x3 � 11; x1 � 0; x2 � 0; x3 �
0; is .

14. The number of bit strings of length eight that do not contain six consecutive 0's is .

15. The number of ways to assign �ve di�erent jobs to four di�erent employees is . Assume
that every employee is assigned at least one job. Assume that no job is left un-assigned.

16. The graph represented by , a tree.

17. A simple graph, G, has 1467932 nodes and 1467931 edges. G has no simple cycles of length
� 1467931, but it has cycles of length > 1467931. The number of connected components in G
is .

18. A full 19-ary tree, T, has 6571 leaves. The number of internal nodes in T is .

19. The tree represented by , a balanced tree.

20. A 9-ary tree, T, has 730 leaves. The height of T is at least .

21. The number of non-isomorphic rooted trees with four vertices is .

22. The number of non-isomorphic complete Bipartite trees having 975 vertices is .

23. The post-order traversal for the tree depicted in is: , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , 1.

24. The value of the expression \+ � � 2 3 5 = ^ 2 3 4" is .

1Fill the blanks with the appropriate sequence of vertices.
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25. A graph G has �ve nodes with degrees: 13, 15, 2, 4 ,6. The number of edges in G is: .

26. The number of edges in Q6 is .

27. Consider the bipartite graph between employees (top partition) and jobs (bot-
tom partition). The statement \A complete matching from employees to jobs exists"
true.

28. The graph depicted in a bipartite graph.

29. Let G be a simple graph with 16 edges. It is known that G's complement graph has 12 edges,
and that G is regular (the degrees of all vertices in a regular graph are the same). Then, this
common degree of the vertices in G must be .

30. A planar drawing of a connected simple graph has 29 regions, and the sum of degrees in that
graph is 100. Then, the number of nodes in that graph must be .

31. The graph represented by , planar.

32. Assume that endsem exams for 7 courses has to be scheduled using the least number on non-
overlapping slots such that no student is scheduled two exams in the same slot. Let the graph
with courses as nodes and edges between nodes corresponding to courses having at least one

common student be . Then, the number of such non-overlapping slots necessary
is .

33. The chromatic number of is .

34. A simple graph with 10 nodes has vertex connectivity 4. Then, the number of edges is at least
.

35. A clique in a simple undirected graph is a complete subgraph that is not contained in any larger

complete subgraph. The number of cliques in is .

36. A set of vertices in a graph is called independent if no two vertices in the set are adjacent. The
independence number of a graph is the maximum number of vertices in an independent set of
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vertices for the graph. Let G be a graph with chromatic number 6 and independence number
7. Then, the number of vertices in G is at most .

[36� 0:5 = 18Marks]

2 Only Boxes

Note: Please provide your answer in the box provided below the corresponding question. Illegible
writings, and those outside the blanks, will be ignored by the evaluator.

1. Consider hypercube Qn.

(a) Show that for any n 2 N, a two-coloring of Qn is possible (and hence all hypercubes are
bipartite graphs).

[1 Mark]

(b) Prove that there exists an n� 2 N such that for all n > n�; the hypercubes Qn are not
planar, while for all n � n�; the hypercubes Qn are planar.

[2 Marks]

This exercise shows that there may exist highly non-planar graphs whose chromatic number
is very low (i.e., < 4).

2. The thickness of a simple graph G is the smallest number of planar subgraphs of G that have
G as their union. Show that the thickness of Kn, for any n 2 N, is at least bn+7

6
c.

[3 Marks]

3. Prove the �ve color theorem.
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[2 Marks]

4. Consider multigraphs having at least two nodes. Show that in any such graph there will be at
least two nodes with the same degree.

[2 Marks]

5. An undirected simple graph is said to be orientable i� there exists a set of direction assignments
for the edges such that the resulting digraph (that has the underlying graph same as the original)
is strongly connected. Show that an undirected simple graph G is not orientable whenever its
edge connectivity, �(G) � 1.

[1 Mark]

6. Show that if G is a simple graph with at least 11 vertices, then either G or the complement of
G, is non-planar.

[1 Mark]

7. If G is a connected planar simple graph, then show that G has a vertex of degree not exceeding
�ve. In case your proof uses some theorems proved in lectures/text, then you must include
proofs for them too.
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[3 Marks]

8. The girth of a graph G is the length of a shortest simple circuit in G (if G has no simple circuits,
then we de�ne the girth of G to be in�nite). Show that a k-regular graph (i.e., a graph with
degrees of all nodes equal to k) of girth four has at least 2k vertices. Show that a k-regular
graph of girth �ve has at least k2 + 1 vertices.

[3 Marks]

9. Show that in every simple graph there is a path from every vertex of odd degree to some other
vertex of odd degree.

[1 Mark]

10. Show that a simple connected2 graph with at least two vertices has at least two vertices that
are not cut vertices.

2This result holds for disconnected graphs too. BUt here it is enough if you prove for connected ones.
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[2 Marks]

11. Given any set of 10 naturals, each not exceeding 50, show that there exist at least two di�erent
�ve-element subsets of this set that have the same sum.

[1 Mark]

12. In the box below, write down the generating function of the sequence de�ned by an �
Pn�1

k=0

�
k

m

�
1

n�k
,

wherem 2 N is a �xed parameter. Your expression must be appropriately simpli�ed and involve
(variants of) known generating functions.

[3 Marks]

13. Consider the recursion de�ned by an � 5an

2
+3; a1 = 7. In the box below, express an using the

big-Oh notation.

[1 Mark]

3 Blanks & Boxes

Note: Fill in the blanks as per the instructions in the corresponding footnote. Provide concise
justi�cation for your answer in the box corresponding to the blank.

1. The edge chromatic number of a graph is the smallest number of colors that can be used in an
edge coloring of the graph. The edge chromatic number of Kn is , whenever n
is an even natural number.
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[2 Marks]

2. The number of (unrooted) trees with n (total) nodes having exactly three pendants

is 3.

[3 Marks]

3. The number of distinct Hamilton circuits in Kn is 4.

[2 Marks]

3Please �ll the blank with an appropriately simpli�ed expression in n.
4Please �ll the blank with an appropriately simpli�ed expression in n.
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